We hope you all had lovely holidays.
Check out below for a quick update from the home of affordable footage!

LBJ and the Vietnam War
2015 sees 50 years since the escalation of the Vietnam War. Footage Farm has hundreds of hours of both raw and edited footage of the Vietnam War. View a sample of our footage here.

The very same year US president Lyndon B Johnson introduced his "Great Society", endeavouring to tackle racism and poverty, and in the West a new optimism began to emerge.

Click to browse our US Civil Rights footage or give us a call for further info.

New in
We are constantly accessioning new material and latest notable arrivals are:
Footage of the War in Afghanistan 2001 onwards showing US and British operations.
Gulf and Iraq Wars - US operations.
Further rare footage of the Western Front in WW1.
Contemporary (2014) rushes of New York City.

On a lighter note...
As the London Fashion week just swept by, here's a look at bolder times, 1967 London.
1967 London Fashion 221088-05

Don't forget we have close to 3000 clips on Youtube!

All clips are ready next day if ordered by 3pm

Click for help searching our Youtube channel